This article proposes a communication-efficient decentralized deep learning algorithm, coined layer-wise federated group ADMM (L-FGADMM). To minimize an empirical risk, every worker in L-FGADMM periodically communicates with two neighbors, in which the periods are separately adjusted for different layers of its deep neural network. A constrained optimization problem for this setting is formulated and solved using the stochastic version of GADMM proposed in our prior work. Numerical evaluations show that by less frequently exchanging the largest layer, L-FGADMM can significantly reduce the communication cost, without compromising the convergence speed. Surprisingly, despite less exchanged information and decentralized operations, intermittently skipping the largest layer consensus in L-FGADMM creates a regularizing effect, thereby achieving the test accuracy as high as federated learning (FL), a baseline method with the entire layer consensus by the aid of a central entity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interest in data-driven machine learning (ML) is on the rise, but difficulties in securing data still remain [1] , [2] . Mission critical applications aggravate this challenge, which require a large volume of up-to-date data for timely coping with local environments even under extreme events. Mobile devices prevailing at the network edge are a major source of these data, but their user-generated raw data are often privacy-sensitive (e.g., medical records, location history, etc.). In view of this, distributed ML has attracted significant attention, whereby the parameters of each model, such as the weights of a neural network (NN), are exchanged without revealing raw data [1] - [4] . However, with deep NN architectures, the communication payload sizes may be too large, and hinder the performance of distributed ML, spurring a quest for communication-efficient distributed ML solutions.
Federated Learning (FL). A notable communicationefficient distributed ML framework is FL [5] - [7] . Each device, or worker, in FL stores its own dataset and an NN, and locally trains the NN via stochastic gradient descent (SGD). As shown in Fig. 1a , the weight parameters of the local NN are uploaded to a parameter server at a regular interval. The server thereby produces the global average weight parameters that are downloaded by each worker. These FL operations are summarized by its server-aided centralized architecture, random data sampling per SGD iteration, and periodic communication at an interval of multiple SGD iterations. However, the inherently centralized architecture of FL is ill-suited for mobile devices located faraway from the server. Due to the limited transmission power and energy, these devices may easily loose connectivity, calling for decentralized ML methods.
Group ADMM (GADMM). To achieve fast convergence while minimizing the number of communication links under a decentralized architecture, GADMM was proposed in our prior works [8] - [10] . Under GADMM, each worker communicates only with its two neighboring workers. To this end, as illustrated in Fig. 1b , GADMM first divides the workers into head and tail groups. The workers in the same group update their model parameters in parallel, while the workers in different groups update their models in an alternating way, after communicating with neighbors in different groups. Nonetheless, the effectiveness of GADMM was shown only for convex loss functions without exploring deep NN architectures. What's more, GADMM assumes that every worker identically stores the full batch data and runs gradient descent (GD) with immediate communication per GD iteration. These assumptions are ill-suited for the user-generated nature of data and communication efficiency, motivating us to seek for a federated and decentralized solution.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider N workers, each of which stores its own batch of input samples and runs a deep NN model comprising L layers. Hereafter, the subscript n identifies the workers, and the superscript indicates the layers. The n-th worker's model parameters (i.e., weights and biases) are denoted as φ n = {θ 1 n , θ 1 n , · · · , θ L n }, where θ l n ∈ R d is a d-dimensional vector whose elements are the model parameters of the -th layer.
Every worker has its local loss function f n (φ n ), and optimizes its local model φ n such that the global average loss N n=1 f n (φ n ) can be minimized, at which all local models reach a consensus on a global model φ = φ 1 = · · · = φ N . To solve this problem in parallel, each worker runs a first-order iterative algorithm by selecting a mini-batch X Randomly selects a mini-batch X (k) n 7:
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, λ l n (k) via (6) 20: end if 21: k ← k + 1 22: end while the consensus across {φ n }. Unfortunately, this consensus requires exchanging local models, incurring huge communication overhead for deep NNs. To reduce the communication payload sizes, we instead consider a consensus across {θ n }, leading to the following problem formulation:
subject to θ n = θ n+1 .
The constraint (2) implies a per-layer consensus between the n-th and (n+1)-th workers. This enables layer-wise federation and neighbor-based communication, as elaborated in the next section.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM: L-FGADMM
To solve the problem defined in (1)- (2) , in this section we propose L-FGADMM, by extending GADMM proposed in our prior work [8] . Following GADMM (see Fig. 1b ), workers in L-FGADMM are divided into head and tail groups, and communicate only with their neighboring workers. Compared to GADMM, L-FGADMM further improves communication efficiency through the following two ways. First, workers L-FGADMM periodically communicate as done in FL [5] - [7] , in contrast to the communication per iteration in GADMM. Second, the communication period of L-FGADMM is adjusted separately for each layer (see Fig. 1c ), as opposed to GADMM and FL exchanging the entire models. L-FGADMM can thereby increase the communication periods for large-sized layers, while reducing the communication payload size.
To be specific, a physical network topology is converted into a logical worker connectivity graph in L-FGADMM. Then, the workers are split into a head group N h and a tail group N t , such that each head worker is connected to neighboring tail workers. For the workers in the same group, their model parameters are updated in parallel, by iterating the minibatch stochastic gradient descent algorithm (SGD). After T iterations, the workers share the updated model parameters θ l n of the -th layer with their neighbors. These operations of L-FGADMM are summarized in Algorithm 1, and detailed next.
At first, the augmented Lagrangian of the problem in (1)-(2) is defined as:
where λ l n is the n-th worker's dual variable of the -th layer, and ρ is a constant penalty term. For the sake of explanation, hereafter the n-th worker's model parameter vector θ l n of the -th layer is called a primal variable. Head and tail workers' primal and dual variables are updated through the following three phases.
1) Head primal updates. Head workers receive the primal variables from their tail workers, and update the dual variables at an interval of T iterations. These variables at the (k + 1)-th iteration are thus fixed as the values at the k/T -th iteration. Given these fixed primal and dual variables associated with neighbors, at iteration k +1, each head worker runs mini-batch SGD to minimize L (k+1) ρ . Applying the first-order condition to L (k+1) ρ yields the n-th head worker's mode update as follows:
After T iterations, the head worker transmits the updated primal variable θ n (k+1) to its two tail neighbors, workers n−1 and n + 1.
2) Tail primal updates. Following the same principle in the head primal updates, at the (k + 1)-th iteration, the n-th tail worker updates its model as:
After T iterations, the tail worker transmits the updated primal variable θ n (k+1) to its two head neighbors, workers n − 1 and n + 1. 3) Dual updates. After the updated tail primal variables are exchanged, every worker locally updates the dual variables λ l n−1 and λ l n as follows:
The convergence of the aforementioned primal and dual variable updates are theoretically proved for convex, proper, and smooth loss functions only when the entire layers are exchanged at every iteration [8] . The convergence proof of L-FGADMM for different exchanging periods under deep NN architectures is deferred to future work. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of L-FGADMM is empirically corroborated in the next section.
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
This section validates the performance of L-FGADMM for a classification task, with 4 workers uniformly randomly distributed over a 50x50 m 2 plane. These workers are assigned to head and tail groups, such that the length of the path starting from one worker passing through all workers is minimized. The simulation settings are elaborated as follows.
Datasets. We consider the MNIST dataset comprising 28x28 pixel images that represent hand-written 0-9 digits. Each worker has 500 training samples, independent and identically distributed across workers, and utilizes randomly selected 100 samples per mini-batch SGD iteration, i.e., X (k) n = 100. Communication periods. Denoting as max the largest layer, its communication period under L-FGADMM is set as T max = βT for all = max . Hereafter, our proposed scheme is referred to as L-FGADMM 1x, 2x, or 4x, when β = 1, 2, or 4, respectively. The communication periods of the other layers are identically set to 5 iterations.
NN architectures.
To examine the impact of NN architectures, two different NN models are considered, a multilayer perceptron (MLP) NN and convolutional neural network (CNN). As Table I describes, the MLP consists of 6 layers, among which the 1st layer is the largest, i.e., max = 1, and has 82% weight parameters of the entire model. The CNN comprises 5 layers, and the 4th layer is the largest among them, i.e., max = 4, having 97.6% weight parameters of the entire model. Baselines. We compare L-FGADMM with two benchmark schemes, (i) FL running mini-batch SGD with the learning rate 0.01, while exchanging local gradients every 5 iterations [5] ; and (ii) standalone mini-batch SGD with a single worker. In FL, the worker having the minimum sum distances to all other workers is set as a parameter server. In the standalone case, there is no communication, but for the sake of convenience 5 SGD iterations are counted as a single communication round.
Performance measures. The performance of each scheme is measured in terms of training loss, test accuracy, and total communication cost. Training loss is measured using the cross entropy function. Test accuracy is calculated as the fraction of correct classification outcomes. Total communication cost is the sum of the entire links' communication costs. For a given link with distance d between two workers, its communication cost is given as d 2 , which corresponds to the transmission power for free-space channel inversion.
With respect to these three figure of merits, the effectiveness of L-FGADMM is described as follows.
• Fast convergence of L-FGADMM: As shown by Fig. 2, under both MLP and CNN architectures, L-FGADMM 1x, 2x, and 4x converge within 100 communication rounds. For all cases, the final loss values of L-FGADMM are close to each other, which are up to 13.8% smaller than FL whose training speed is also slower. It is noted that the standalone baseline yields the fastest convergence speed. This is because of its overfitting towards 500 local training samples, which results in poor accuracy as explained next.
• High accuracy of L-FGADMM: Fig. 3b shows that under CNN, L-FGADMM 1x achieves the highest final test accuracy (92.25%), followed by FL (92%), L-FGADMM 2x (91.42%), L-FGADMM 4x (89.76%), and the standalone case (87.3%). It is noticeable that L-FGADMM 2x accuracy is comparable to FL, which converges faster while exchanging less layers than FL. Fig. 3 demonstrates that under MLP, surprisingly, L-FGADMM 2x achieves the highest accuracy (91.37%), followed by L-FGADMM 1x (90.87%), FL (90.72%), L-FGADMM 4x (86.94%), and the standalone case (83.61%). The excellence of L-FGADMM 2x can be explained by its regularization effect. Its skipping the largest layer communications introduces additional errors compared to L-FGADMM 1x, which exhibits better generalization.
• Low communication cost of L-FGADMM: Fig. 4 illustrates the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the total communication cost, after running 1,000 experiments. The result shows that L-FGADMM achieves lower mean and variance of the total communication cost, compared to FL and the standalone baseline. Specifically, the mean total communication cost of L-FGADMM is up to 3.05x and 4.6x lower than FL, under MLP and CNN, respectively. Furthermore, the variance of L-FGADM is up to 42.4x and 21.4x lower than FL, under MLP and CNN, respectively. There are two rationales behind these results. In L-FGADMM, the worker connectivity is based on nearest neighbors in a decentralized setting, leading to shorter link distances than FL whose connectivity is centralized. Furthermore, the payload sizes are smaller thanks to partially skipping the largest layer exchanges, inducing higher communication efficiency of L-FGADMM.
V. CONCLUSIONS
By leveraging and extending GADMM and FL, in this article we proposed L-FGADMM, a communication-efficient decentralized ML algorithm that exchanges the largest layers of deep NN models less frequently than other layers. Numerical evaluations validated that L-FGADMM achieves fast convergence and high accuracy while significantly reducing the mean and variance of the communication cost. Generalizing this preliminary study, optimizing layer exchanging periods under different NN architectures and network topologies could be an interesting topic for future research.
